/SQSTM1, p62/sequestosome1 protein; p62 body p62/SQSTM1-containing nuclear body; PML, promyelocytic leukemia protein.
Introduction
The cell nucleus is hosting complex biological functions such as the replication of the genome and the coordinated transcription, maturation and transport of many genes products such as mRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs, miRNAs, lncRNA. The transient macromolecular complexes generated by these multiple nuclear processes are often small and hardly detectable within the cell nuclei. Even at the highest resolution of the electron microscope (EM), S-phase nuclear sections cannot be distinguished from G1 or G2-phase nuclei in absence of a specific labeling. In contrast, prominent nuclear bodies (NBs) have been recognized ultrastructurally long ago but establishing their functions has proved to be a lengthy process. [1] [2] [3] Functional studies, initiated by identification of relevant antibodies and development of immuno-fluorescent (IF) and immuno-electron microscopic (I-EM) techniques, have revealed the dynamic behavior of such nuclear structures which like the Cajal bodies (CBs), the PML-bodies, or the paraspeckles, are ultrastructurally welldefined. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] They also showed that the inventory of the NBs is far from being complete. A recent, genome-wide microscopy-based screening indicated that 65 of the 325 proteins found in nuclear dots in HeLa cells reside in undefined nuclear foci. 12 while nuclear foci like the Sam68 bodies, 13 the "GLFG bodies," 14 the CNoBs, 15 the INBs, 16 the Pat1b PML-associated foci, 17 the histone locus bodies 18 were successively discovered by IF studies, but are not or poorly-characterized at the ultrastructural level.
Among the nuclear organelles, overlapping functional and ultrastructural compartments were first established for the nucleolus. 19 Functions in rDNA transcription, accumulation and processing of primary rRNA transcripts, and in assembly of pre-ribosomal subunits were progressively assigned to the 3 nucleolar subcompartments identified under the EM, namely the fibrillar centers (FC), the dense fibrillar component (DFC) and granular component (GC), respectively. Further studies uncovered more diverse functions of the nucleolus, 20, 21 in line with proteomic analyses that revealed nucleolar proteins with no obvious relationship to ribosome biogenesis. 22, 23 For example, nucleolar sequestration of MDM2 (or HDM2 in humans) by p14ARF upon stress leads to p53 activation, and consequently to cell-cycle arrest or apoptosis. 24 Independently, IF detection of specific proteins revealed novel intranucleolar foci like CNoBs and INBs. 16 INBs were found in various human and hamster cell lines, and animal tissue like bovine lens or human skin. 16 Although no specific marker for INB has been evidenced yet, a number of nuclear proteins accumulate within the INBs. Among these, some are involved in DNA replication and/or DNA repair, like PCNA, MCM3, MCM7, Ku70 and DNA-PKcs whereas some others, such as SF2/ASF, U2AF65, U1/U2 snRNP, PPM1G/PP2Cg and the Sm proteins, are pre-mRNA splicing factors. Interestingly, INBs are enriched in the post-translational modifiers SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3, suggesting that they concentrate or actively generate SUMOylated proteins. INBs are found in about 30-40% of HeLa cells, increasing to 71% in S-phase nuclei and they are promoted by DNA damaging agents like topoisomerase inhibitors, hydroxyurea or IR exposure. They disappear upon treatment with a low dose of Actinomycin D suggesting that they are dependent on rDNA transcription. 16 Sensitivity to a low dose of Actinomycin D was also reported for CNoBs, intranucleolar foci initially characterized by IF-labeling of CRM1 (or exportin 1), the LMB-sensitive transporter of proteins that contain a Nuclear Export Signal (NES). CNoBs, as seen by video microscopy, are formed into the nucleolus and occasionally migrate, detached from the nucleolus, into the nucleoplasm. However, as CNoBs were not seen reaching the nuclear envelope, a function in transporting nucleolar components to nuclear pores for nuclear export seemed unlikely. 15 The Lamond's group reported that INBs also contain CRM1, and concluded that CNoBs and INBs are a single nucleolar entity. 16 However, despite being most frequent in HeLa cells these nucleolar bodies have no known ultrastructurally defined counterpart and a proof of their identity is lacking.
CNoBs were found to disappear after LMB-treatment. 15 In this setting, a prominent nucleoplasmic p62/SQSTM1-containing nuclear body (hereafter p62 body) was described. 25 P62/ SQSTM1 is an abundant cytoplasmic protein which possesses an ubiquitin-binding domain and has a high affinity for LC3, a key factor of autophagosome formation. Mutated in the adult form of the Paget's bone syndrome, it is induced by a number of stresses such as proteasome inhibition, oxidative stress or expression of abnormal proteins generated by triplet-extension. P62/ SQSTM1 plays a key role in mediating LC3 recruitment to cytoplasmic aggregates of poly-ubiquitinated proteins and autophagosome formation. 26 As such, p62/SQSTM1 is a marker, a substrate and a key component of the autophagic control of proteinopathies induced by aggregation of misfolded proteins. 27 p62/SQSTM1 is a shuttling protein containing 2 NLS and a NES, which has a capacity to homo-polymerise. In untreated HeLa cells, nuclear p62-foci are formed at low frequency (0.5% of the cells). 25 Upon LMB treatment, cytoplasmic p62/SQSTM1 is extensively delocalized to numerous nuclear bodies in which poly-ubiquitinated proteins also accumulate, 25 Intriguingly, these p62-bodies were shown either to be tightly-associated, 25 or even to overlap, 28 with PML bodies. PML bodies, like INBs are known to concentrate the post-transcriptional modifiers SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3.
1 Using I-EM, we investigated the ultrastructure of these emerging nuclear territories in order to clarify their relationship. Our results indicate that CNoBs, INBs and p62 bodies are distinct nuclear structures, of different size and with different ultrastructural characteristics. Whereas INBs are strictly nucleolar and highly concentrating the post-translational modifiers SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3, CNoBs are partly nucleolar and partly nucleoplasmic and surrounded by dense chromatin-fibers. Upon LMB treatment, PML bodies and p62 bodies are found either as separate entities, often in close contact or else in the form of hybrid p62/PML bodies, suggesting fusion events between the 2 bodies.
Results

Ultrastructural characterization of INBs
Only endogenous proteins were used as NB markers in this study. Taking into account the list of proteins shown by IF to reside within the newly-described INBs, 16 we choose anti-SUMO-2/3 and anti-SUMO1 antibodies as ligands to characterize these structures by I-EM. We previously showed that these 2 antibodies are highly efficient for detecting the nuclear aggregates of SUMOylated proteins that form upon proteasome-inhibition. 29 The anti-SUMO-2/3 antibody specifically labeled intranucleolar fibrillar domains which were conspicuous, albeit at low frequency, on ultrathin-sections of HeLa cells (Fig. 1A and A 0 ). These domains were obviously distinct from the classical nucleolar compartments FCs, DFC and GC which remained label-free. Compared to neighboring FCs (Fig. 1B) , which are often numerous within a nucleolar section and surrounded by the irregularly-shaped DFC, SUMO-2/3 labeled structures showed a higher electron density, they were surrounded by a clear halo and were invariably found as a single unit within a nucleolar section. These SUMO-2/3 containing structures were always spherical and enclosed within a roundish nucleolar cavity (n D 41). The same ultrastructural features were observed using an anti-SUMO1 antibody (Fig. 1C) , indicating that they correspond to genuine nucleolar bodies highly-enriched in SUMOylated proteins.
Differentiating INBs from PML bodies
The anti-SUMO-2/3 and anti-SUMO1 antibodies also label nucleoplasmic PML bodies, which, being fibrillar, roundish and surrounded by a white halo, are ultrastructurally resembling the intra-nucleolar bodies. 4, 11 To investigate the relationship between INBs and PML-bodies, we first scrutinized PML bodies on the same cell samples using a rabbit anti-PML antibody. Among a large group of typical PML bodies (n D 45), none were located within the nucleolus, and 7 were adjacent to the nucleolus (Figure S1 ). Next, we performed a double-labeling experiment using a mouse anti-PML antibody and the rabbit anti-SUMO-2/3 antibody coupled to gold particles of 5 and 15 nm respectively (Fig. 2) . The nucleoplasmic PML bodies (n D 10) were, as expected, decorated with both antibodies ( Fig. 2A ) and with similar level of labeling (a total of 90 and 101 gold particles for PML and SUMO-2/3 respectively). In contrast, intranucleolar SUMO-2/3 labeled bodies were either unlabelled with PML antibodies as in Figure 2B (n D 6) or very weakly labeled (n D 2) (4 and 78 gold particles for PML and, SUMO-2/3 respectively). These results are consistent with the reported absence of PML in the INBs. 16 Moreover, none of the intranucleolar SUMO1 or SUMO-2/3-labeled bodies showed the finely fibrillar core surrounded by an electron dense fibrillar capsule that is typical of most PML-bodies in HeLa cells ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S1 ). Finally, the size of the INBs was significantly higher than the one of PML bodies measured in thin-sections of the same sample (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3) . We therefore concluded that the SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3 containing INBs described here are distinct from PML bodies and correspond to the INBs previously described in IF. 16 The labeling of SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3 within the INBs was surprisingly high. SUMO-2/3 labeling density in INBs (n D 18) was 60 C/¡11% of the CNoBs ultrastructure CNoBs were defined in IF by the presence of CRM1. Observation in live cells showed that CNoBs form within the nucleolus and migrate occasionally into the nucleoplasm. 15 As a result, CNoBs, in contrast to INBs, are not exclusively intranucleolar (Fig. 4A) . On HeLa cells thin-sections ( Fig. 4B-E) , the CRM1 antibody labeled heavily and specifically NBs which were distinct from the INBs for the reasons explained below and therefore maintained hereafter in their original designation of CNoBs. At the EM level, CNoBs were frequently associated with the nucleolus and, most frequently at the periphery of this organelle. Analyzing 70 CNoBs sections in HeLa cells, we found 9 that were enclosed and 31 juxtaposed to the nucleolus (as in Fig. 4 B and C) whereas 30 were nucleoplasmic and had no visible nucleolar contacts ( Fig. 4D and E) . Among the latter, it is likely that some were nucleolus-associated but that the orientation of the thin-sectioning was such that only the CRM1-positive body was sectioned. Independently of their nuclear localization, CNoBs have a uniform ultrastructural aspect, so finely fibrillar that they appear to be vitreous, an aspect that is not found in previously-described NBs in human cells. Considering their common nucleolar origin and their similar vitreous ultrastructure, the nucleoplasmic CRM1 bodies were hereafter referred to as "nucleoplasmic CNoBs."
Further, the intranucleolar CNoBs were devoid of the marked electron-lucent halo observed around the INBs (Fig. 4B ). Also consistent with IF observation (Fig. 4A) , and further contrasting with INBs, several nucleoplasmic CNoBs could be found within the same nuclear ultra-thin section ( Fig. 4C and D) . We found one occurrence of 5, one occurrence of 3 and 6 occurrences of 2 nucleoplasmic CNoBs which represented as many as 20 of the 70 CNoBs sections analyzed. CNoBs, independently of their nuclear localization, were smaller than INBs (p < 0.0001, Fig. 3 ). We finally noticed that nucleoplasmic CNoBs close to the nuclear envelope (NE) were embedded into peripheral heterochromatin (Fig. 4E) . Upon closer examination, such close contacts with dense chromatin-like fibers were also noticeable for CNoBs present at the periphery of the nucleolus ( Fig. 5A and Supplemental Figure S2B ). To substantiate this observation, we used an antihistone H3 antibody to detect chromatin at the proximity of CNoBs. Indeed, there was a ring of chromatin fibers surrounding NBs with all ultrastructural characteristics of CNoBs (Fig. 5B) . This was confirmed with a double-labeling of histone H3 and CRM1. As both antibodies were raised in rabbit, the anti-histone antibody was tagged with biotin in vitro and detected with a goat anti-biotin antibody (see Material and Methods). This experiment confirmed that CNoBs are surrounded by dense chromatin fibers in HeLa cells ( Fig. 5C and C 0 ). Noteworthily, nucleoplasmic CNoBs, although intricately linked to the chromatin network, do not contain appreciable amount of histone H3-labeled chromatin. Finally, because of their intranucleolar assembly and their sensitivity to low dose of Actinomycin D, which selectively inhibits RNA polymerase I, it was postulated that CNoBs may play a role in pre-ribosome biogenesis. 15 By electron-microscopic in situ hybridization (EM-ISH), we analyzed CNoB content in 18S ribosomal rRNA (or precursors thereof) with a complementary biotinylated DNA probe. This experiment revealed that CNoBs are devoid of significant amount of rRNA (Fig. 5D ).
Comparing CNoBs, INBs and CBs
Previous IF studies have reported the presence of CRM1 in CBs. 30, 31 However, none of the vitreous CRM1-positive bodies that we identified by I-EM resembled CBs. In addition, visual inspection of the CBs, ultrastructurally characterized by 40-60 nm thick coiled threads on the same thin-sections, revealed that they were not labeled (Fig. S2) . Since this discrepancy could result from the different antibodies used in these studies, we labeled thinsections with a distinct anti-CRM1 antibody that again decorated the same vitreous bodies, but not the CBs (Fig. S2B) . On the other hand, the CB marker coilin, 32 was detected in INBs, 16 and in intranucleolar CBs in breast cancer cell lines, 33, 34 or upon okadaic acid treatment. 35 Using an anti-coilin antibody on HeLa cell thin-sections, heavily labeled CBs (297 C/¡ 87 gold particles/mm 2 , n D 16) were found within the nucleoplasm whereas the nucleolarassociated and nucleoplasmic vitreous CNoBs remained unlabelled ( Fig. S3A and A 0 ), in agreement with previous IF observations. 15 In the same cell sample, the INBs recognized by their ultrastructural features (n D 5) were also unlabeled (Fig. S3B) . Overall, as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figures S2 and S3 , CBs, INBs and CNoBs are so dissimilar in size and so distinct ultrastructurally in HeLa cells that they cannot be confounded; confirming that the CRM1-positive nucleoplasmic bodies seen under the EM are CNoBs and the SUMO-labeled intranucleolar bodies are INBs, with no contribution of the CBs. 
Ultrastructure of LMB-induced p62 bodies
While CNoBs disappear following inhibition of CRM1-dependent nuclear export by LMB, prominent PML-associated p62 bodies are formed. 15, 25, 28 To investigate the relationship between CNoBs, PML and p62 bodies, Hela cells were treated with LMB and analyzed after staining with anti-CRM1, PML, p62/SQSTM1 and ubiquitin antibodies. Despite extensive observations, no residual CNoBs were seen on CRM1-labeled ultrathin sections, in agreement with previous IF observations. 15 This indicated that not only the CRM1-labeling is dispersed upon LMB treatment but the CNoB structure altogether. Meanwhile, pale and larger fibrillar NBs became conspicuous under the EM (Fig. 6A) . In IF, p62/SQSTM1 which is essentially cytoplasmic in untreated cells was drastically relocated within brilliant nuclear foci which were distinct and smaller than the CBs ( Figures 6B and 3 , p < 0.0001 ). To correlate the p62 foci seen by IF and the pale NBs seen by EM, we carried out an I-EM localization of p62/SQSTM1 in LMB-treated Hela cells. As illustrated in Figure 6C , p62/SQSTM1 was highly enriched within the LMB-induced fibrillar NBs. So was also ubiquitin (Fig. 6D) , and finally the same LMB-induced NBs were labeled with anti-ubiquitin (5 nm gold particles) and p62/SQSTM1 (15 nm gold particles) antibodies (Fig. 6E) . We conclude that we have ultrastructurally characterized a fibrillar LMB-inducible p62 body that also concentrates ubiquitinated proteins. 25, 28 High resolution analysis of p62 body association with PML body
Although they appear ultrastructurally distinct from classical ringshaped PML bodies, p62 bodies were previously shown either to overlap or to be tightly associated with PML bodies. 25, 28 To investigate the relationship between the 2 bodies, we carried out double-labeling experiments at IF and EM levels. After 3h of LMB treatment, assembly of p62 bodies was conspicuous in IF, but not uniform. Only a fraction of the nuclei (26%, n D 377) showed multiple p62 bodies (Fig. 7A) , independently of their content in PML bodies. In contrast, multiple p62 bodies were present within every nucleus after long-term treatment (17 h) (Fig. 7B) ,. Within a single nucleus, p62 bodies were well-separated, partly-overlapping or totally overlapping with PML bodies (Fig. 7B, insets) . Consistently, at both time-points in I-EM (Fig. 7C) , PML and p62 bodies were found as separated entities (upper frames) or as adjacent, docking bodies (middle frames) or finally as double-labeled hybrid bodies. In the latter case, invariably, p62/SQSTM1 was present within the central region surrounded by a peripheral layer of PML. From these I-EM experiments we determined that the percentage of hybrid bodies increased progressively after 3 and 17 h of leptomycin-treatment at the detriment of the PML bodies (Fig. 7D ). This suggests a gradual amalgamation of the newlyformed p62 bodies with pre-existing PML bodies, or the diversion of PML proteins from the nucleoplasm. In several instances, EM observations as in Figure 8 and Figure S3 depicted intermediate figures of partial, asymmetrical PML coverage, encircling a fully-formed p62 body. These recurrent observations clearly show that PML recruitment is a polarized event, mobilizing numerous PML molecules at once rather than gradually. From this we propose that PML and p62 bodies are formed independently, with distinct ultrastructural features, that they come into contact frequently and that they fuse forming hybrid PML/p62 bodies (Fig. 8.) 
Discussion
Four recently described NBs are characterized ultrastructurally in this paper, the INBs, the CNoBs, the p62 bodies and the hybrid PML/p62 bodies. Furthermore, INBs and the CNoBs are evidenced as separate intranucleolar bodies, illustrating the structurally composite nature of the nucleolus. To facilitate comparison between NBs analyzed here and elsewhere, 9,29 their ultrastructural features and their nuclear distribution are summarized in Figure 9 , along with their demonstrated or candidate functions.
INBs and CNoBs are genuine nucleolar structures
The nucleolus, in addition to its role in pre-ribosome synthesis, monitors stress sensitivity and regulates the cell cycle . 20, 24, 36 From that, the nucleolus was progressively recognized as being functionally heterogeneous. Here we show that the nucleolus is also structurally heterogeneous, with various intranucleolar bodies. INBs and CNoBs were ignored by classical EM studies, 19 probably because of their paucity. INBs were shown to be present in no more than 10-20% of the nuclei in a number of different cell lines; 16 with the noticeable exception of HeLa cells peaking at 40%. Similarly, CNoB occurrence depends on the cell line, with a higher frequency in HeLa cells (DW, personal communication). This low frequency combined to a small size renders random ultrathin sectioning rarely fruitful. IF studies 15, 16 were instrumental for spotting these new nucleolar domains which, as shown in this paper, obviously differ from the classical nucleolar compartments.
Ultrastructural characterization of the INBs
INBs analyzed at high resolution following SUMO1 or SUMO-2/3 labeling were embedded within the GC of the nucleolus with little contact either with the FCs or the DFC. Roundish and surrounded by an electron-lucent halo, the INBs were finely fibrillar, homogeneous, with no apparent granules. The size of their twisted fibers as in Figure 9 was measured at about 8 nm. Over 50 INBs, we found no single evidence for a connecting canal to the nucleoplasm strongly suggesting that their intranucleolar location is not resulting from a nucleoplasmic invagination. As a transient invagination permitting the entry of a NB would not be easily detected under the EM, a definitive confirmation would require to visualize INB formation in vivo and to determine whether it takes place during or after the postmitotic reformation of the nucleolus.
Importantly, although both INBs and PML-bodies contained SUMO1 and SUMO-2/3, INBs contained little or no PML. They were also significantly smaller and strictly intranucleolar while PML bodies were nucleoplasmic. It has been shown that only conjugated SUMO1 is detected within INBs, 37 indicative of the presence of SUMOylated proteins, and with a very low turn-over, as demonstrated by FRAP experiments. 16 Some proteins that reside in INBs (e.g. PCNA, 38 Ku70, 39 PA28g/PSME3, 40 TRIM28/KAP-1, 41 ) are known to be SUMOylated, when other (e.g., DNA-PKcs, Cdc5L, Prp19, PNUTS/p99) are predicted to be SUMOylated (using both JASSA, (www.jassa.fr), and GPS-SUMO softwares). 42 In addition, TRIM28/Kap-1, 41 is a presumptive E3 SUMO ligase when SF2/ASF is a positive regulator of SUMOylation. 43 These data are consistent with our quantitation of SUMO in INBs and PML bodies, which reveals that INBs are another major nuclear site where SUMOylated proteins accumulate and/or are post-transcriptionally modified.
The function of the INBs is still largely undefined. Because of their components playing a role in genome repair and their reported proximity with silent rDNA fibers, it was suggested that INBs play a role in rDNA genome maintenance. 16 As revealed in this study, their location within the GC, which is devoid of rDNA genes, 44 does not support this hypothesis. In fact, our efforts to show an association between INBs and histone H3-labeled chromatin were unsuccessful, indicating no or very transient links with intranucleolar chromatin.
Characterization and nuclear distribution of CNoBs
CNoBs under the EM are mainly characterized by their smooth aspect, their small size and their bimodal distribution with about half being nucleolusassociated and half being nucleoplasmic. While CNoBs were originally defined as CRM1-containing bodies, 15 CRM1 was also reported to accumulate within CBs. 30, 31 In this study, all the CRM1-labeled nucleoplasmic bodies detected by I-EM in HeLa cells were CNoBs with no contribution of the CBs, as supported by their distinct ultrastructure, size, molecular composition and nuclear distribution; e.g. in HeLa cells, CBs are never in close contact to the NE. Conversely, all the coilin-labeled nucleoplasmic bodies were CBs with no contribution of the CNoBs. The divergence between IF and I-EM data on CRM1 localization in HeLa cells is surprising and unexplained but it helped to discriminate ultrastructurally the nucleoplasmic CNoBs from the CBs.
By their size, their occasional clustering and their ultrastructure, CNoBs resemble the Nup98 containing GFLG-bodies which have been described in a Xenopus cell line.
14 Moreover, CRM1 interacts with nuclear pore proteins which like Nup98 are GFLG-repeats-containing proteins. 45 However, GFLG bodies were not found specifically associated with the nucleolus or with the NE and are present in no more than 5% of HeLa cells, 14, 46 a frequency far below the one reported for CNoBs. 15 Further studies will be needed to determine if -or to what extent -CNoBs and GFLG-bodies overlap. CNoB formation, recorded in vivo, was shown to take place within the nucleolus. 15 Our observations of intranucleolar CNoBs, tightly-embedded within the GC of the nucleolus, with no evidence for a cavity or a nucleoplasmic invagination are consistent with this assumption. We further show that CNoBs are most often located at the periphery of the nucleolus where they become tightly associated with dense chromatin fibers. Chromatin association is also observed for CNoBs abutting the inner face of the NE, raising the possibility of nuclear trafficking tightly bound to the chromatin network. Because of their sensitivity to Actinomycin D, it was postulated that CNoBs may play a role in pre-ribosome biogenesis. However, as they were not detected at the NE by IF studies, 15 they would not participate to their transport to the nuclear pores. Despite our contrasting observation of a subset (»10%) of CNoBs at the NE, our results do not either support a role for CNoBs in transporting pre-ribosomal particles: first, their constant vitreous aspect is not compatible with the presence of nucleolar GC-like granules and second, 18 S rRNA (or precursors thereof) is absent in CNoBs.
We confirmed that upon LMB-treatment CNoBs disappear, and not just its CRM1 content, linking CNoB stability to active CRM1 activity. Our observations upon LMB-treatment of HeLa cells significantly differ from a previous report showing that upon a 30 nM 3 h long treatment, U2-snRNA and Coilin were depleted from CBs and Coilin relocalized to the nucleolus. 47 By IF as in Figure 6B or by I-EM as in Figure S5 , following a 10 nM 17 h long treatment, Coilin was found in CBs with a seemingly normal content of SMN and of U2 snRNA. The different concentration of LMB used in these studies is likely the source of this discrepancy.
Originally, one CRM1 substrate, CPEB1, was shown to accumulate in CNoBs. 15 Here, by I-EM and EM-ISH we found that this observation is not extendable to all CRM1 substrates (Fig. 7B) , (neither p62/SQSTM1, the polyA binding protein PABP1, b-actin, nor U2 snRNA, data not shown). Finally, CNoBs did not contain PML, SUMO-1, SUMO-2/3, ubiquitin, Sam68, SMN, coilin, NONO, PSPC1 (not shown). Altogether, this is substantiating their specificity with respect to other NBs, including the INBs but also underlines how enigmatic they are with CRM1 and the translational inhibitor CPEB1 being their only components identified so far. 15 LMB-induced p62 bodies form hybrid bodies with PML Numerous pale and fibrous NBs are induced upon LMB treatment of HeLa cells. Made of 8 nm fibers like the INBs, their electron-density is however comparatively reduced which reflects a loose packing of their fibers. They contain a high amount of p62/SQSTM1, a shuttling protein containing 2 NES whose nuclear export is LMB-sensitive, 25, 48 and are therefore the p62 bodies previously described in IF studies. 25, 28 In the cytoplasm, p62/SQSTM1 through dual binding to LC3 and ubiquitin plays a key role in the clearing of pathological poly-ubiquitinated protein aggregates by recruiting the autophagic machinery. In this setting, p62/SQSTM1 interacts and co-localizes with a ubiquitously expressed large phosphoinositide-binding protein Alfy Figure 8 . Proposed mechanism for PML/p62 hybrid body formation. PML and p62 bodies, as detected by I-EM (top row), are often found as distinct bodies in close contact (docking). The docking phase is followed by progressive invasion of the p62 body by the PML body (capture) This leads to the formation of an hybrid body with a p62-rich fibrillar core surrounded by a shell of PML (fusion). Further images evoking progressive capture of p62 bodies by PML bodies are displayed in Figure S3 .
(autophagy-linked FYVE). 28 Upon LMB treatment, both proteins, are relocated within, and are essential for the assembly of nuclear p62 bodies which contain a high amount of poly-ubiquitinated proteins. Noteworthily, although p62 bodies are generated by blockage of CRM1-dependent nuclear export, they do not accumulate LMB-bound CRM1 or, notwithstanding P62/ SQSTM1, its substrates like PABP1, b-actin or U2-snRNA (not shown). Intriguingly, p62 bodies belong to a long list of fluorescent foci such as those containing E2F3, 49 p53-HDM2, 50 PLZF, 51 Bach2, 52 BCL6, 53 Pat1b, 17 KRAB and KAP1, 54 which were found associated with PML bodies. It has been suggested that PML bodies may act as nuclear sensors that detect highly localized, abnormal concentration of proteins. 55 Our observations confirm that PML bodies and p62 bodies interact specifically. Under the EM, neither PML bodies nor p62 bodies were found docking to other nuclear bodies like the paraspeckles or CBs. Furthermore, hybrid bodies consistently composed of a shell of PML surrounding a characteristic p62 body progressively accumulate during leptomycin treatment. Several scenarios might account for the mixture of PML, p62 and hybrid bodies juxtaposed within nuclei of LMB-treated HeLa cells. First, p62 bodies could form independently of -and progressively fuse with -PML bodies. Alternatively, hybrid bodies could form first and progressively segregate PML and p62/ SQSTM1 so as to generate p62-only and PML-only bodies. We cannot either exclude more complex patterns with repeated fusion/separation or fusion/ degradation cycles. Nevertheless, the respective increasing and decreasing frequency of hybrid and PML bodies over time favors the scenario of a fusion process, which is likely caught in the act in the EM images displayed in Fig. 8 and Figure S3 .
Nuclear body assembly
Various models of nuclear body assembly have been proposed.
2,3 A "stochastic-assembly" model was inferred from chromatin tethering experiments showing that many CB components initiate CBs assembly. 56 In contrast, an "ordered assembly" model was deduced from the characterization of seeding elements, which like SUMOylated PML and the lncRNA NEAT1 promote assembly of PML bodies and paraspeckles respectively. 2, 57 The formation of the hybrid p62/PML bodies as reported in this study would add a new layer to a hierarchically "ordered assembly" model with 2 different pre-assembled bodies, one being dependent on p62 and Alfy, the other dependent on PML, merging to form a new NB in a response to stress. The recent finding that protein and RNP granules can result from phase transitions that lead to the local aggregation of otherwise diffuse components sheds new light on these observations. 58 Indeed, membrane-less organelles such as nucleoli or cytoplasmic germ granules have all physical characteristics of viscous droplets. In this context, the occasional fusions previously observed for nucleoli in life cells is a manifestation of their inherent liquid nature. 59 In the current study, the distribution of PML at the periphery of the hybrid p62/PML bodies, as observed in Figures 7C and 8 , is reminiscent of the behavior of a surfactant, and suggests that it actively interfaces with both components of the fused granule and the surrounding nucleoplasm. Finally, phase transitions are tightly controlled events, www.tandfonline.comas illustrated by the chronology of nucleolus reassembly after mitosis or by the formation of grP-bodies in quiescent C. elegans oocytes. 60 Thus, the fusion observed specifically between PML and p62 bodies is likely to fulfil a function in cells. This is consistent with the scenario proposing that p62/ SQSTM1 transfers ubiquitinated proteins to PML bodies for proteasomal degradation. 25 In line with the formation of specialized PML bodies enriched in components of the ubiquitin-proteasome proteolytic pathway, the clastosomes, 61 which prevent accumulation of aggregate-prone polyglutamine and/ or midfolded proteins, 62, 63 it is tempting to speculate that the "capture" of stress-induced nuclear bodies by PML bodies results in their degradation.
Material and Methods
Cells and reagents
HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) at 37 C with 5% CO2. LMB was added at a 10 nM final concentration from a 10 mm stock solution in 70% methanol (Sigma-Aldrich). An equivalent amount of methanol was added to control cells. The following rabbit polyclonal antibodies were used in this study: anti-SUMO-2/3 (Abcam 3742), anti-SUMO1 (Santa Cruz sc FL-101), anti-CRM1 (Santa Cruz sc-5595), anti-Histone H3 (Abcam1791), anti-p62/ SQSTM1 (Santa Cruz sc-25575), anti-Ubiquitin (DAKO Z 0458), anti-Coilin (Santa Cruz sc-32860), rabbit anti-PML. 64 Monoclonal mouse anti-CRM1 (BD 611 832), anti-PML (Santa Cruz sc PG-M3) and anti-p62/SQSTM1 (BD transduction Laboratories 610832) were used single or in conjunction with rabbit antibodies for double-labeling experiments.
Immuno-fluorescence Microscopy (IF)
For immunofluorescence (IF), HeLa cells were fixed in 4% formalin/H2O for 20 min at RT, permeabilized in 0.2% Triton-X-100/PBS for 20 min, and incubated with primary (e.g anticoilin C anti-p62/SQSTM1 or anti-PML C anti-p62/SQSTM1, all diluted at 1:200) and secondary Alexa Fluor Ò 594 anti-rabbit and/or Alexa Fluor Ò 488 anti-mouse antibodies, diluted at 1:500 (Life technologies, Carlsbad, CA). All antibodies were diluted in PBST/BSA (PBS/Tween20 0.5%/BSA 3%). For Crm1, cells were fixed in 4% PAF for 10 min before permeabilization. Cells were 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stained, mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), and imaged with an inverted Olympus microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) using a 40/0.75 objective, except for CRM1 microscopy performed on a Leica DMR microscope (Leica, Heidelberg, Germany) using a 63X1.32 oil immersion objective. Photographs were taken using a Micromax CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) driven by Metamorph software.
Ultrastructural observations
Conventional ultrastructural microscopy after Epon embedding was as in. 65 Thin sections were analyzed with a Tecnai Spirit (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) and digital images were taken with a SIS MegaviewIII charge-coupled device camera (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).
Immuno-electron microscopy (I-EM)
Protein and nucleic acid localization were performed on thinsections of cells embedded at low temperature in Lowicryl K4M (Polysciences Inc., PA, USA) as in. 66 Duplicated cell samples were fixed in situ for 1h at 4 C either with 1.6% glutaraldehyde or with 4% formaldehyde freshly prepared from paraformaldehyde). Both fixatives were in 0.1M S€ orensen phosphate buffer pH 7.3. Cells were scrapped-off plastic containers and centrifuged. After rinsing in phosphate buffer, cell pellets were equilibrated in 30% methanol and deposited in a Leica EM AFS2/FSP automatic reagent handling apparatus (Leica Microsystems). Lowicryl polymerization under UV was for 40 h at -20 C and 40 h at C 20 C. Ultra-thin sections were incubated at room temperature for 1 h with the primary antibody and for 30 min with the secondary anti-mouse or anti-rabbit antibody coupled to 10-nm gold particles (BBInternational, Cardiff, UK). All antibodies, diluted 1:10 to 1:30 in PBS were tested on thin sections obtained with both fixatives. The DAKO anti-ubiquitin antibody was usable only on PF-fixed cell samples as it produced very high background on GLUT-fixed cell samples. Anti-PML antibodies gave cleaner labeling on GLUT-fixed cells.
For double-labeling, thin-sections were incubated on primary antibodies mixed in PBS, then with a mix of secondary antibodies conjugated to different gold particles sizes (5, 10 or 15 nm).
To label 2 proteins with antibodies derived from the same species e.g rabbit as in Fig. 5 , one of the antibody was biotinylated in vitro by incubating 10 ml of the antibody for 3-6 h at 4 C with 0.3 ml of a solution of 2 mg of the EZ-link Ò Sulfo-NHS-LC-LC-Biotin reagent (Thermoscientific) freshly dissolved in 300 ml H2O. The double-labeling was carried out by incubating the thin section sequentially with: the unmodified primary antibody, the corresponding secondary antibody coupled to 5 or 15 nm gold particles and, after washing, the biotinylated primary antibody and a goat anti-biotin antibody conjugated to 10 nm gold particles (BBInternational).
Surface areas of nuclear body sections were determined with AnalySIS (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions, Munster, Germany). The scatterplot and the Mann-Whitney U test were performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). Gold particles were counted by eye. Calculations and standard deviations for labeling densities were obtained with Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).
Electron microscopic in situ hybridization (EM-ISH) Biotinylated 18S rDNA probe was as described in. 65 Hybridization conditions and detection of RNA/DNA hybrids with goat anti-biotin antibody conjugated to 10 nm gold particles (BBInternational) was as described in. 9, 66 
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